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About This Game

Close Combat: Panthers in the Fog details the desperate German counter-attack at Mortain, the last chance of the Wehrmacht to
stave off defeat in Normandy.

Can you match the tenacity of the American defenders of Hill 314? Or can you succeed where the Panzers failed,
driving through to the sea and changing history?

Play single battles, linked operations, or even the Grand campaign simulating all six crucial days of fighting. With 35 linked
battlefields and historically accurate formations and units, strategic choices are as important as tactical prowess. New features of
long-range interdiction, strategic high ground and adverse weather conditions bring an insight into the challenges faced by those

who commanded both sides in this pivotal WW2 battle.

Command your forces on the strategic level, issuing orders to battalion or regimental-sized units to attack or defend, and
allocate air or artillery support. Then fight out the resulting engagements in a highly-detailed, real-time simulation of World War
II tactical combat. The results of the tactical battle determine who controls each area, and where they can move at the strategic

level.

For the Allies the Normandy landings of June were followed by two months of hard fighting in difficult terrain against a
tenacious German defense. But in late July the U.S. Army’s Operation Cobra has finally created a decisive breach in the
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weakened German line. Patton’s 3rd Army races through the opening along the western coast of France and into the clear,
driving for the Brittany Ports. Faced with the choice between retreat and last-ditch counter-attack, the Germans struggle to

assemble a panzer force for one more charge. Can the Germans move quickly enough to overcome a desperate situation, push
through to Avranches on the French coast, and cut off Patton’s racing spearheads? Or will the thinly stretched Americans troops

screening Patton’s flank be able to hold out, regroup, and hold the vital lifeline open?

FEATURES

Completely redone and revitalized 32-bit graphics give the game an all-new look and feel.

Issues orders to your major units on a strategic level, and then fight each engagement at the tactical level.

Accurately depicts World War II tactical warfare and its challenges in real-time.

Proven psychological model influences the behavior of your men in combat.

Each individual soldier may tire, gain experience, and gain or lose morale after every battle. Manage your forces and
preserve your veteran soldiers to field the most effective force possible.

Includes a wide variety of historical squads, weapons, vehicles, aircraft, and artillery.

Mount troops or guns on vehicles during tactical battles.

Accurate and realistic equipment modeling.

Weather conditions, including night and fog influence the battle at all levels.

Use strategic-level air and artillery interdiction to block or slow the movement of enemy forces.

Call in close air support, mortar support, and indirect fire support at the tactical level.

Integrated multi-player lobby and match-making forums.

Enhanced Scenario Editor - Create your own "what if" Scenarios.

A host of adjustable game settings including speed scroll speed, sound volume, and UI layout.

Enhanced to run well on modern DirectX systems

Enjoy the huge variety of modifications available from the Close Combat Community providing years of additional
gaming pleasure.
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Title: Close Combat - Panthers in the Fog
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Matrix Games
Publisher:
Slitherine Ltd.
Release Date: 19 Nov, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+ / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 800 MHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256MB Video RAM, DirectX 9 compatible and capable of 1024 x 768 resolution or higher.

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: 16-bit DirectX 9 compatible sound card

Additional Notes: An Internet connection is required for 2-player head to head play.

English
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intense, worth the 10 mins and plus scared the crap out of my mates. A simple game about catching falling stars into a basket.
This game gets harder the longer you play the game, and it gets quite challenging. The more points you get, the more challenging
the game gets..

Very fun to play

It also has cards and achievements for those that are achievement hunters...

Recommended!. I bought the bundle on sale thinking '' how bad could it bee''
it was all amaizing

10\/10. its fun deffinatly worth the money but needs more maps
. I remember this game when i was a kid. I played it all the time and now ive found it again. although it is 4.99 i think its worth
it. its an addicting and very fun game.. So this is my first review, but something abou Frisky Business makes me want to write
about it so here goes. First, most people have to understand that the game is  not  an entirely serious game, which from one look
at screenshots is pretty obvious. It's a visual novel, which has a pretty decent story that knows it won't be taken seriously, adding
to the humor and ease of access. Illustrations were done well, writing was pretty solid and I had an overall good time. The game
was a bit too short, which is a common complaint among players on the forums. Another sorely missed feature is the abilty to
make save states, leading to run becoming a bit too long. There's lots of replayability to get different endings and to "make
friends" with the different girls, which was great. All in all, I can't wait for Frisky Business 2! 8/10 for a grade.
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\u2764 Audience \u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2611 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert

\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2611 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered

\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2610 Boring
\u2611 Fun
\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)
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$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2611 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can. Underwhelming short casual adventure game with boring puzzles. That's this game in a nutshell.

Another game published by Artifex Mundi that falls flat when it comes to interesting and fun game play. The story seems
extremely rushed. The protagonists have no motivation and even less background. The voice acting is pretty bad and the
dialogue is poorly written.

The presentation is pleasant, but there are long stretches of sewers and caves which are clearly filler material. Combine that with
the quite short length of the game (around 90 minutes for your first play through) and it leaves a bitter aftertaste. Usually I don't
feel to bad to spend just under 5 \u20ac at launch for these type of games, but this one is surely not worth that much.

The puzzle design (both minigames and the inventory based ones) are either recycled from other games (you even get to keep
coins through half of the game to use them as a 'screwdriver' again later and I'm not sure if that is supposed to be an insider joke
or not...) or just very bland.

Overall the game doesn't have an intersting story nor interesting game play and it's far too short for the price. I can't recommend
this game except if you pick it up in a bundle.. As the name kind of give away its a bad game so there is at least honest
advertising. Its a mediocre 2d sidescrolling shooter with among the most repetitive gameplay I have come across in a shooter
game ever and the game has really poor pacing since the game goes on forever and ever before the first thing happen...and then
you are all of a sudden on the end boss. The game has no music while you play at all and has a bunch of other strange design
choices that really weirdly defended by the developer in a FAQ on the forums: 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/235070\/discussions\/0\/828939797184939390\/

The achievements in the game are fairly straight forward but has some missable stuff just towards the end so would hunt down
the save folder location and duplicate your saves as you are getting close to the end in case you mess them up and overwrite your
autosave forcing you to replay the entire game to be able to do things again. The most annoying achievement in the game is for
dying 50 times which is surprisingly hard and actually is something you have to intentionally grind to get.

Time to 100%: 6 hours. Don't let the trailer fool you.
The graphics might be quite decent and the sound design likewise...
...but I've never seen such horrid UIs on a released product.
They focused so hard on making new features and content that they didn't stop to think if they should have.
It's a mess of options, levels, and just... stuff.
The UI immediately raised red flags but, then the level design was criptic, but not in a fun way. Open levels for no
particular reason except to let players actually lose themselves in them - without the fun parts.
And the levels get only worse due to the wonky camera which is a complete disservice to the game.
So overall:
-Graphics are cool
-Sound design is neat
-UI is a mess
-Camera is a mess
-Level design is a mess

Released to the public way too early, and not for lack of content, just lack of focus.. This game was good, but it's going
away now. I spent a lot of time playing "Just Survive", mostly when it was just H1Z1. I don't need a refund because I
got my moneys worth, even if it was never 'offical'. Appreciate the time we had! Thanks :)

pece. broken server, devs have abandoned it. Good while it was up, but needs removed from Steam. it is like a miny
GTA... and its awesome
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